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new york times bestseller now a major motion picture directed by martin scorsese and starring leonardo dicaprio by day he made thousands of dollars a minute by night he spent it as fast as he could from the binge that sank a 170 foot motor yacht and ran up a 700 000 hotel tab to the wife and kids waiting at home and the fast talking hard partying young stockbrokers who called him king here in jordan belfort s own words is the story of the ill fated genius they called the wolf of wall street in the 1990s belfort became one of the most infamous kingpins in american finance a brilliant conniving stock chopper who led his merry mob on a wild ride out of wall street and into a massive office on long island it s an extraordinary story of greed power and excess that no one could invent the tale of an ordinary guy who went from hustling italian ices to making hundreds of millions until it all came crashing down praise for the wolf of wall street raw and frequently hilarious the new york times a rollicking tale of jordan belfort s rise to riches as head of the infamous boiler room stratton oakmont proof that there are indeed second acts in american lives forbes a cross between tom wolfe s the bonfire of the vanities and scorsese s goodfellas belfort has the midas touch the sunday times london entertaining as pulp fiction real as a federal indictment a hell of a read kirkus reviews a scathing dissection of the wheeling and dealing in the world s greatest financial center spot rates zero coupons blue chips futures options on futures indexes options on indexes the vocabulary of a financial market can seem arcane even impenetrable yet despite its opacity financial news and comment is ubiquitous major national newspapers devote pages of newsprint to the financial sector and television news invariably features a visit to the market for the latest prices does this prodigious flow of information have significance for anyone except the tiny percentage of people who have significant holdings of stocks or bonds and if it does can non specialists ever hope to understand what the markets are up to to these questions wall street answers an emphatic yes its author doug henwood is a notorious scourge of the stock exchange in the pages of his acerbic publication left business observer the newsletter has received wide acclamation from j k galbraith among others and occasional less favorable comment norman pearlstine then executive editor of the wall street journal lamented you are scum it s tragic that you exist with compelling clarity henwood dissects the world s greatest financial center laying open the intricacies of how and for whom the market works the wall street which emerges is not a pretty sight hidden from public view the markets are poorly regulated badly managed chronically myopic and often corrupt and though as henwood reveals their activity contributes almost nothing to the real economy where goods are made and jobs created they nevertheless wield enormous power with over a trillion dollars a day crossing the wires between the world s banks wall street and its sister financial centers don t just influence government effectively they are the government watch a video watch a video download the cheat sheet for roger lowenstein s the end of wall street the roots of the mortgage bubble and the story of the wall street collapse and the government s unprecedented response from our most trusted business journalist the end of wall street is a blow by blow account of america s biggest financial collapse since the great depression drawing on 180 interviews including sit downs with top government officials and wall street ceos lowenstein tells with grace wit and razor sharp understanding the full story of the end of wall street as we knew it displaying the qualities that made when genius failed a timeless classic of wall street his sixth sense for narrative drama and his unmatched ability to tell complicated financial stories in ways that resonate with the ordinary reader roger lowenstein weaves a financial economic and sociological thriller that indicts america for succumbing to the siren song of easy debt and speculative mortgages the end of wall street is rife with historical lessons and bursting with fast paced action lowenstein introduces his story with precisely etched laserlike profiles of angelo mozilo the johnny appleseed of subprime mortgages who spreads toxic loans across the landscape like wild crabapples and moves to a damning explication of how rating agencies helped gift wrap faulty loans in the guise of triple a paper and a takedown of the academic formulas that once again proved the ruin of investors and banks lowenstein excels with a series of searing profiles of banking ceos such as the ferretilike dick fuld of lehman and the bloodless jamie dimon of jp morgan and of government officials from the restless deal obsessed hank paulson and the overmatched tim geithner to the cerebral academic ben bernanke who sought to avoid a repeat of the one crisis he spent a lifetime trying to understand the great depression finally we come to understand the majesty of lowenstein s theme of liquidity and capital which explains the origins of the crisis and that positions the collapse of 2008 as the greatest ever of wall street s unlearned lessons the end of wall street will be essential reading as we work to identify the lessons of the market failure and start to reb financial collapses whether of the junk bond market the internet bubble or the highly leveraged housing market are often explained as the inevitable result of market cycles what goes up must come down in liquidated karen ho punctures the aura of the abstract all powerful market to show how financial markets and particularly booms and busts are constructed through an in depth
investigation into the everyday experiences and ideologies of wall street investment bankers ho describes how a financially dominant but highly unstable market system is understood and produced through the restructuring of corporations and the larger economy ho who worked at an investment bank herself argues that bankers approaches to financial markets and corporate america are inseparable from the structures and strategies of their workplaces her ethnographic analysis of those workplaces is filled with the voices of stressed first year associates overworked and alienated analysts undergraduates eager to be hired and seasoned managing directors recruited from elite universities as the best and the brightest investment bankers are socialized into a world of high risk and high reward they are paid handsomely with the understanding that they may be let go at any time their workplace culture and networks of privilege create the perception that job insecurity builds character and employee liquidity results in smart efficient business based on this culture of liquidity and compensation practices tied to profligate deal making wall street investment bankers reshape corporate america in their own image their mission is the creation of shareholder value but ho demonstrates that their practices and assumptions often produce crises instead by connecting the values and actions of investment bankers to the construction of markets and the restructuring of u s corporations liquidated reveals the particular culture of wall street often obscured by triumphantist readings of capitalist globalization the amazing true story of how jordan belfort became the wolf of wall street and how he came crashing down what separates jordan s story from others like it is the brutal honesty leonardo dicaprio raw and frequently hilarious the new york times reads like a cross between tom wolfe s bonfire of the vanities and scorsese s goodfellas laugh out funny the sunday times 1 the wolf of wall street by day he made thousands of dollars a minute by night he spent it as fast as he could on drugs sex and international globe trotting from the binge that sunk a 170 foot motor yacht crashed a gulfstream jet and ran up a 700 000 hotel tab to the wife and kids who waited for him for at home and the fast talking hard partying young stockbrokers who called him king and did his bidding here in his own inimitable words is the story of the ill fated genius they called the wolf of wall street in the 1990s jordan belfort former kingpin of the notorious investment firm straton oakmont became one of the most infamous names in american finance a brilliant conniving stock chopper who led his merry mob on a wild ride out of the canyons of wall street and into a massive office on long island in this astounding and hilarious tell all autobiography belfort narrates a story of greed power and excess no one could invent the story of an ordinary guy who went from hustling italian ices at sixteen to making hundreds of millions until it all came crashing down 2 catching the wolf of wall street in the 1990s jordan belfort became one of the most infamous names in american finance a brilliant conniving stock chopper he was the wolf of wall street whose life of greed power and excess was so outrageous it could only be true no one could make this up but the day jordan was arrested and taken away in handcuffs was not the end of the madness catching the wolf of wall street tells of what happened next after getting out of jail on 10 million bail he had to choose whether to plead guilty and act as a government witness or fight the charges and see his wife be charged as well he cooperated with his trademark brash brazen and thoroughly unputdownable storytelling jordan details more incredible true tales of fortunes made and lost money making schemes parties sex drugs marriage divorce and prison in this astounding account wall street s notorious bad boy the original million dollar a week stock chopper leads us through a drama worthy of the sopranos from the fbi raid on his estate to the deal he cut to rat out his oldest friends and colleagues to the conscience he eventually found with his kingdom in ruin not to mention his marriage the wolf faced his greatest challenge yet how to navigate a gauntlet of judges and lawyers hold on to his kids and his enraged model wife and possibly salvage his self respect it wasn t going to be easy in fact for a man with an unprecedented appetite for excess it was going to be hell but the man at the center of one of the most shocking scandals in financial history soon sees the light of what matters most his sobriety and his future as a father and a man once in golconda in this book john brooks who was one of the most elegant of all business writers perfectly catches the flavor of a history s best known financial dramas the 1929 crash and its aftershocks it s packed with parallels and parables for the modern reader from the foreword by richard lambert editor in chief the financial times once in golconda is a dramatic chronicle of the breathtaking rise devastating fall and painstaking rebirth of wall street in the years between the wars focusing on the lives and fortunes of some of the era s most memorable traders bankers boosters and frauds john brooks brings to vivid life all the ruthlessness greed and reckless euphoria of the 20s bull market the desperation of the days leading up to the crash of 29 and the bitterness of the years that followed praise for once in golconda a fast moving sophisticated account embracing the stock market boom of the twenties the crash of 1929 the depression and the coming of the new deal its leitmotif is the truly tragic personal history of richard whitney the aristocrat morgan broker and head of the stock exchange who ended up in sing sing edmund wilson writing in the new yorker as mr brooks tells this tale of dishonor desperation and the fall of the mighty it takes on overtones of greek tragedy a king brought down by pride whitney s sordid history has been told before but in mr brooks s hands the drama becomes freshly shocking wall street journal it s all there in once in golconda the avarice of an era that favored the rich and the later anguish of myriads of speculators doomed by a bloated market easy credit and their own cupididy and
stupidity saturday review a history of american economic power told through the manhattan street that came to define it wall street no other place on earth is so singularly identified with money and the power of money and no other american institution has inspired such deep moral cultural and political ambivalence is the street an unreachable bulwark defending commercial order or is it a center of mad ambition this book recounts the colorful history of americas love hate relationship with wall street steve fraser frames his fascinating analysis around the roles of four iconic wall street tyepsters aristocrat the confidence man the hero and the immoralist all recurring figures who yield surprising insights about how the nation has wrestled and still wrestles with fundamental questions of wealth and work democracy and elitism greed and salvation spanning the years from the first wall street panic of 1792 to the dot com bubble and bust and enron scandals of our own time the book is full of stories and portraits of such larger than life figures as j p morgan cornelius vanderbilt and michael milken fraser considers the conflicting attitudes of ordinary americans toward the street and concludes with a brief rumination on the recent notion of wall street as a haven for everyman an informative timely and irreverent guide to financial investment offers a close up look at the current high tech boom explains how to maximize gains and minimize losses and examines a broad spectrum of financial opportunities from mutual funds to real estate to gold especially in light of the dot com crash when benjamin graham died at age 82 he was one of the great legends of wall street brilliant successful ethical the man who invented the discipline of security analysis now 20 years after his death his memoirs are reaching the public at last a hugely successful chronicle of one of the richest and most eventful lives of the century of photos presents a history of wall street in the 20th century becoming a young wall street banker is like pledging the world s most lucrative and soul crushing fraternity every year thousands of eager college graduates are hired by the world s financial giants where they re taught the secrets of making obscene amounts of money as well as how to dress talk date drink and schmooze like real financiers young money inside the hidden world of wall street s post crash recruits young money is the inside story of this well guarded world kevin roose new york magazine business writer and author of the critically acclaimed the unlikely disciple spent more than three years shadowing eight entry level workers at goldman sachs bank of america merrill lynch and other leading investment firms roose chronicled their triumphs and disappointments their million dollar trades and runaway excel spreadsheets and got an unprecedented and unauthorized glimpse of the financial world s initiation process roose s young bankers are exposed to the exhausting workloads huge bonuses and recreational drugs that have always characterized wall street life but they experience something new too an industry forever changed by the massive financial collapse of 2008 and as they get their wall street educations they face hard questions about morality prestige and the value of their work young money is more than an expo of excess it s the story of how the financial crisis changed a generation and remade wall street from the bottom up in the depths of the great depression franklin delano roosevelt s administration out to radically remake america s financial system but wall street was determined to stop them in 1933 the american economy was in shambles battered by the 1929 stock market crash and limping from the effects of the great depression but the incoming administration of franklin delano roosevelt elected on a wave of anxiety and hope stormed washington on a promise to save the american economy and remake the entire american financial system it was the opening salvo in a long war between wall street and washington author richard farley takes a unique and detailed look at the pitched battles that followed the fist fights the circus like stunts the triumphs and disappointments their million dollar trades and runaway excel spreadsheets and got an unprecedented and unauthorized glimpse of the financial world s initiation process roose s young bankers are exposed to the exhausting workloads huge bonuses and recreational drugs that have always characterized wall street life but they experience something new too an industry forever changed by the massive financial collapse of 2008 and as they get their wall street educations they face hard questions about morality prestige and the value of their work young money is more than an expo of excess it s the story of how the financial crisis changed a generation and remade wall street from the bottom up in the depths of the great depression franklin delano roosevelt s administration out to radically remake america s financial system but wall street was determined to stop them in 1933 the american economy was in shambles battered by the 1929 stock market crash and limping from the effects of the great depression but the incoming administration of franklin delano roosevelt elected on a wave of anxiety and hope stormed washington on a promise to save the american economy and remake the entire american financial system it was the opening salvo in a long war between wall street and washington author richard farley takes a unique and detailed look at the pitched battles that followed the fist fights the circus like stunts the triumphs and disappointments their million dollar trades and runaway excel spreadsheets and got an unprecedented and unauthorized glimpse of the financial world s initiation process roose s young bankers are exposed to the exhausting workloads huge bonuses and recreational drugs that have always characterized wall street life but they experience something new too an industry forever changed by the massive financial collapse of 2008 and as they get their wall street educations they face hard questions about morality prestige and the value of their work young money is more than an expo of excess it s the story of how the financial crisis changed a generation and remade wall street from the bottom up in the depths of the great depression franklin delano roosevelt s administration out to radically remake america s financial system but wall street was determined to stop them in 1933 the american economy was in shambles battered by the 1929 stock market crash and limping from the effects of the great depression but the incoming administration of franklin delano roosevelt elected on a wave of anxiety and hope stormed washington on a promise to save the american economy and remake the entire american financial system it was the opening salvo in a long war between wall street and washington author richard farley takes a unique and detailed look at the pitched battles that followed the fist fights the circus like stunts the triumphs and disappointments their million dollar trades and runaway excel spreadsheets and got an unprecedented and unauthorized glimpse of the financial world s initiation process roose s young bankers are exposed to the exhausting workloads huge bonuses and recreational drugs that have always characterized wall street life but they experience something new too an industry forever changed by the massive financial collapse of 2008 and as they get their wall street educations they face hard questions about morality prestige and the value of their work young money is more than an expo of excess it s the story of how the financial crisis changed a generation and remade wall street from the bottom up in the depths of the great depression franklin delano roosevelt s administration out to radically remake america s financial system but wall street was determined to stop them in 1933 the american economy was in shambles battered by the 1929 stock market crash and limping from the effects of the great depression but the incoming administration of franklin delano roosevelt elected on a wave of anxiety and hope stormed washington on a promise to save the american economy and remake the entire american financial system it was the opening salvo in a long war between wall street and washington author richard farley takes a unique and detailed look at the pitched battles that followed the fist fights the circus like stunts the triumphs and disappointments their million dollar trades and runaway excel spreadsheets and got an unprecedented and unauthorized glimpse of the financial world s initiation process roose s young bankers are exposed to the exhausting workloads huge bonuses and recreational drugs that have always characterized wall street life but they experience something new too an industry forever changed by the massive financial collapse of 2008 and as they get their wall street educations they face hard questions about morality prestige and the value of their work young money is more than an expo of excess it s the story of how the financial crisis changed a generation and remade wall street from the bottom up in the depths of the great depression franklin delano roosevelt s administration out to radically remake america s financial system but wall street was determined to stop them in 1933 the american economy was in shambles battered by the 1929 stock market crash and limping from the effects of the great depression but the incoming administration of franklin delano roosevelt elected on a wave of anxiety and hope stormed washington on a promise to save the american economy and remake the entire american financial system it was the opening salvo in a long war between wall street and washington author richard farley takes a unique and detailed look at the pitched battles that followed the fist fights the circus like stunts the triumphs and disappointments their million dollar trades and runaway excel spreadsheets and got an unprecedented and unauthorized glimpse of the financial world s initiation process roose s young bankers are exposed to the exhausting workloads huge bonuses and recreational drugs that have always characterized wall street life but they experience something new too an industry forever changed by the massive financial collapse of 2008 and as they get their wall street educations they face hard questions about morality prestige and the value of their work young money is more than an expo of excess it s the story of how the financial crisis changed a generation and remade wall street from the bottom up in the depths of the great depression franklin delano roosevelt s administration out to radically remake america s financial system but wall street was determined to stop them in 1933 the american economy was in shambles battered by the 1929 stock market crash and limping from the effects of the great depression but the incoming administration of franklin delano roosevelt elected on a wave of anxiety and hope stormed washington on a promise to save the american economy and remake the entire american financial system it was the opening salvo in a long war between wall street and washington author richard farley takes a unique and detailed look at the pitched battles that followed the fist fights the circus like stunts the triumphs and disappointments their million dollar trades and runaway excel spreadsheets and got an unprecedented and unauthorized glimpse of the financial world s initiation process roose s young bankers are exposed to the exhausting workloads huge bonuses and recreational drugs that have always characterized wall street life but they experience something new too an industry forever changed by the massive financial collapse of 2008 and as they get their wall street educations they face hard questions about morality prestige and the value of their work young money is more than an expo of excess it s the story of how the financial crisis changed a generation and remade wall street from the bottom up in the depths of the great depression franklin delano roosevelt s administration out to radically remake america s financial system but wall street was determined to stop them in 1933 the american economy was in shambles battered by the 1929 stock market crash and limping from the effects of the great depression but the incoming administration of franklin delano roosevelt elected on a wave of anxiety and hope stormed washington on a promise to save the american economy and remake the entire american financial system it was the opening salvo in a long war between wall street and washington author richard farley takes a unique and detailed look at the pitched battles that followed the fist fights the circus like stunts the triumphs and disappointments their million dollar trades and runaway excel spreadsheets and got an unprecedented and unauthorized glimpse of the financial world s initiation process roose s young bankers are exposed to the exhausting workloads huge bonuses and recreational drugs that have always characterized wall street life but they experience something new too an industry forever changed by the massive financial collapse of 2008 and as they get their wall street educations they face hard questions about morality prestige and the value of their work young money is more than an expo of excess it s the story of how the financial crisis changed a generation and remade wall street from the bottom up in the depths of the great depression franklin delano roosevelt s administration out to radically remake america s financial system but wall street was determined to stop them in 1933 the american economy was in shambles battered by the 1929 stock market crash and limping from the effects of the great depression but the incoming administration of franklin delano roosevelt elected on a wave of anxiety and hope stormed washington on a promise to save the american economy and remake the entire american financial system it was the opening salvo in a long war between wall street and washington author richard farley takes a unique and detailed look at the pitched battles that followed the fist fights the circus like stunts the triumphs and disappointments their million dollar trades and runaway excel spreadsheets and got an unprecedented and unauthorized glimpse of the financial world s initiation process roose s young bankers are exposed to the exhausting workloads huge bonuses and recreational drugs that have always characterized wall street life but they experience something new too an industry forever changed by the massive financial collapse of 2008 and as they get their wall street educations they face hard questions about morality prestige and the value of their work young money is more than an expo of excess it s the story of how the financial crisis changed a generation and remade wall street from the bottom up in the depths of the great depression franklin delano roosevelt s administration out to radically remake america s financial system but wall street was determined to stop them in 1933 the american economy was in shambles battered by the 1929 stock market crash and limping from the effects of the great depression but the incoming administration of franklin delano roosevelt elected on a wave of anxiety and hope stormed washington on a promise to save the american economy and remake the entire american financial system it was the opening salvo in a long war between wall street and washington author richard farley takes a unique and detailed look at the pitcher
at some of the largest banks in the world and how he survived challenging the status quo to be credited as one of the few who saw the crisis coming blows the lid off the true inner workings of the big banks and shows the ways in which wall street is just as bad today as it was pre crash analyzes the fallout stemming from the market crash pointing out the numerous holes that still exist in the system and offers practical solutions while it provides an education this is no textbook it is also an invaluable resource for finance practitioners and citizens alike digitc publishing presents to you this special edition of wall street stories by edwin lefevre digitc publishing considers every written word to be a legacy of humankind every digitc book has been carefully reproduced for republishing in a new modern format the books are available in print as well as ebooks digitc hopes you will treat this work with the acknowledgment and passion it deserves as a classic of world literature a harvard scholar argues that mathematical models can provide solutions to current economic challenges explaining that the economic meltdown of 2008 was based on a misunderstanding of scientific models rather than on the models themselves what am i a chief investment officer of one of the country s largest investment managers doing hailing down strangers at night on the streets of new york city are you catholic my friends and i ask would you like a rosary would you like to go to confession here tonight are you kidding responds one man been there done that says another god no chimes in a fast walking atheist you catholics are all pedophiles yells one angry woman another hands us a bag of dog poop sixty year old michael even has advice why don t you evangelize out in the middle east where they need you we re needed here we respond this city needs too it needs his love some time the tide turns in the lord s favor a young woman approaches us decked out in showy attire are you guys really catholic i didn t think there were any catholics left can i have a purple rosary sure where are you going we have lots to talk about i ve got to run i m a stripper but i m going to pray with this rosary at times the neighborhood even begins rooting for us strangers call out way to go your courage is inspiring we re in our groove now engaging strangers with joy and seeing some of them later in church on the rough streets of the city working shoulder to shoulder with christ we re no longer alone we feel god s grace you will too as you read the dozens of riveting and often funny stories in these pages about ordinary catholics from the financial sector evangelizing their wary new york neighbors indeed so fascinating are their experiences you may be tempted one day to join them describes the corrupt nature of wall street s finance police and explains how they only serve the interests of the industry and how they fight against reforms that would protect the economy publisher description excerpt from the art of wall street investing although the popular impression is probably the reverse it is certainly a fact that a greater sum of money is annually lost in this country through unwise investment in wall street than through pure speculation while fortunes are daily jeopardized and dissipated through speculation in stocks bonds grain futures and like ventures yet the many sums large and small which annually leave the pockets of actual investors are far greater in amount indeed i would almost say that the losses incurred through unwise wall street investing is easily tenfold the losses occasioned through mere speculation on the exchanges and furthermore the losses resulting from unwise investing are far more important to the community at large for while speculative losses are in a sense anticipated the losses through mistaken investments are usually unexpected and unprepared for about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works we all know that the financial crisis of 2008 came dangerously close to pushing the united states and the world into a depression rivaling that of the 1930s but what is astonishing and should make us not just afraid but very afraid are the shenanigans of the biggest banks since the crisis bob ivry passionately eloquently and convincingly details the operatic ineptitude of america s best compensated executives and the ways the government kowtows to what it mistakenly imagines is their competence and success ivry shows that the only thing that has changed since the meltdown is how too big to fail banks and their fellow travelers in washington have hudded us ever closer to an even bigger economic calamity informed by deep reporting from new york washington and the heartland the seven sins of wall street like no other book shows how we re all affected by the financial industry s inhumanity the transgressions of wall street titans and masters of the universe are paid for by real people in fierce plain english ivry indict a financial industry that continues to work for the few at the expense of the rest of us politicians that financiers deemed too complicated to be understood by ordinary folks are shown by ivry to be financial legerdemain a smokescreen of complexity and jargon that hide the bankers nefarious activities the seven sins of wall street is irreverent and timely an infuriating black comedy the great depression of the 1930s moved the american political system to real reform that kept the finance industry in check with millions so deeply affected since the crisis of 2008 you ll finish this book asking yourself how it is that so many of the nation s leading financial institutions remain such exasperating problem children in the other side of wall street minyanville com founder and former hedge fund honcho todd harrison shares
never before told stories from the hidden side of wall street including the adrenaline rush of trading at the highest levels wall street s super indulgent lifestyles harrison s time in the
trenches fighting with and then against jim cramer why he left investing completely and how he returned to earn his redemption thousands of readers have tasted harrison s story in a
recent dow jones marketwatch serialization now for the first time he shares his entire extraordinary personal memoir you ll walk alongside harrison through the golden door that took
him into morgan stanley in its 1990s heyday share his ringside view of the explosive growth of derivatives and the disasters that followed ride the emotional roller coaster of colossal
wins and losses and discover what it s really like to work with jim cramer then travel with harrison through the 2000s the most tumultuous decade in investing history harrison s seen it
done it all and earned perspective and insight available to only a few if you want to know what it s really like at wall street s pinnacle and in its deepest depths one book will tell you
the other side of wall street the wizard of wall street and his wealth or the life and deeds of jay gould tells the story of jay gould who accumulated wealth by going into commerce he
created more fortune for himself by dabbling in the stock and dividends and entering into a business competition that earned him the name the wizard of wall street this book is a
historical biography good for those who want to learn how wall street works in the late 19th century as well as sharpen their business acumen through the business life of jay gould step
by step instructions for value investing the time honored approach proven to work in all markets 20 graphs charts a wall street insider s guide to getting ahead in any highly competitive
industry dave learned how to win in investment banking the hard way now he is able to share tools that make it easier for budding bankers and other professionals to succeed frank
baxter former ceo of jefferies and u s ambassador to uruguay a must read for anyone starting their career in corporate america dave s book shares witty and valuable insights that
would take a lifetime to learn otherwise i highly recommend that anyone interested in advancing their career read this book harry nelis partner of accel and former goldman sachs
banker in the way of the wall street warrior 25 year veteran investment banker and finance professional dave liu delivers a humorous and irreverent insider s guide to thriving on wall
street or main street liu offers hilarious and insightful advice on everything from landing an interview to self promotion to getting paid in this book you ll discover how to get that job you
always wanted why career longevity and success comes from doing the least amount of work for the most pay how mastering cognitive biases and understanding human nature can
help you win the rat race how to make people think you re the smartest person in the room without actually being the smartest person in the room how to make sure you do everything
in your power to get paid well or at least not get screwed too badly how to turn any weakness or liability into an asset to further your career this is a new release of the original 1919
edition though reviled for more than a century as wall street s greatest villain jay gould was in fact its most original creative genius gould was the robber baron s robber baron the most
astute financial and business strategist of his time and also the most widely hated in dark genius of wall street acclaimed biographer edward j renehan jr combines lively anecdotes with
the rich social tapestry of the gilded age to paint the portrait of the most talented financial buccaneer of his generation and one of the inventors of modern business this is a new
release of the original 1921 edition deals of the century throughout history mergers and acquisitions have been the major game played on wall street these deals have had far reaching
effects on the worlds of finance and industry more than most commentators or financiers are publicly willing to admit deals of the century captures this dynamic moment in history by
taking an in depth look at the most notable merger and acquisition deals of the twentieth of carnegie steel in 1901 to the creation of the former aol time warner renowned business
historian and bestselling author charles geisst traces the deals that have had the most dramatic impact on the worlds of both finance and industry over the past century decade by
decade you ll be introduced to the personalities behind each event as industries are built dismantled and reorganized by professionals driven mainly by the profits extracted from the
deals themselves engaging and informative deals of the century paints an exciting portrait of the incredible m a journey and illustrates how many of these deals changed the face of
business creating a modern capitalist society that continues to grow
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new york times bestseller now a major motion picture directed by martin scorsese and starring leonardo dicaprio by day he made thousands of dollars a minute by night he spent it as fast as he could from the binge that sank a 170 foot motor yacht and ran up a 700 000 hotel tab to the wife and kids waiting at home and the fast talking hard partying young stockbrokers who called him king here in jordan belfort s own words is the story of the ill fated genius they called the wolf of wall street in the 1990s belfort became one of the most infamous kingpins in american finance a brilliant conniving stock chopper who led his merry mob on a wild ride out of wall street and into a massive office on long island it s an extraordinary story of greed power and excess that no one could invent the tale of an ordinary guy who went from hustling italian ices to making hundreds of millions until it all came crashing down praise for the wolf of wall street raw and frequently hilarious the new york times a rollicking tale of jordan belfort s rise to riches as head of the infamous boiler room stratton oakmont proof that there are indeed second acts in american lives forbes a cross between tom wolfe s the bonfire of the vanities and scorsese s goodfellas belfort has the midas touch the sunday times london entertaining as pulp fiction real as a federal indictment a hell of a read kirkus reviews
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a scathing dissection of the wheeling and dealing in the world s greatest financial center spot rates zero coupons blue chips futures options on futures indexes options on indexes the vocabulary of a financial market can seem arcane even impenetrable yet despite its opacity financial news and comment is ubiquitous major national newspapers devote pages of newsprint to the financial sector and television news invariably features a visit to the market for the latest prices does this prodigious flow of information have significance for anyone except the tiny percentage of people who have significant holdings of stocks or bonds and if it does can non specialists ever hope to understand what the markets are up to to these questions wall street answers an emphatic yes its author doug henwood is a notorious scourge of the stock exchange in the pages of his acerbic publication left business observer the newsletter has received wide acclamation from j k galbraith among others and occasional less favorable comment norman pearlstine then executive editor of the wall street journal lamented you are scum it s tragic that you exist with compelling clarity henwood dissects the world s greatest financial center laying open the intricacies of how and for whom the market works the wall street which emerges is not a pretty sight hidden from public view the markets are poorly regulated badly managed chronically myopic and often corrupt and though as henwood reveals their activity contributes almost nothing to the real economy where goods are made and jobs created they nevertheless wield enormous power with over a trillion dollars a day crossing the wires between the world s banks wall street and its sister financial centers don t just influence government effectively they are the government

The End of Wall Street

2010-04-06

watch a video watch a video download the cheat sheet for roger lowenstein s the end of wall street the roots of the mortgage bubble and the story of the wall street collapse and the government s unprecedented response from our most trusted business journalist the end of wall street is a blow by blow account of america s biggest financial collapse since the great depression drawing on 180 interviews including sit downs with top government officials and wall street ceos lowenstein tells with grace wit and razor sharp understanding the full story
of the end of wall street as we knew it displaying the qualities that made when genius failed a timeless classic of wall street his sixth sense for narrative drama and his unmatched ability to tell complicated financial stories in ways that resonate with the ordinary reader roger lowenstein weaves a financial economic and sociological thriller that indicts america for succumbing to the siren song of easy debt and speculative mortgages the end of wall street is rife with historical lessons and bursting with fast paced action lowenstein introduces his story with precisely etched laserlike profiles of angelo mozilo the johnny appleseed of subprime mortgages who spreads toxic loans across the landscape like wild crabapples and moves to a damning explication of how rating agencies helped gift wrap faulty loans in the guise of triple a paper and a takedown of the academic formulas that once again proved the ruin of investors and banks lowenstein excels with a series of searing profiles of banking ceos such as the ferretlike dick fuld of lehman and the bloodless jamie dimon of jp morgan and of government officials from the restless deal obsessed hank paulson and the overmatched tim geithner to the cerebral academic ben bernanke who sought to avoid a repeat of the one crisis he spent a lifetime trying to understand the great depression finally we come to understand the majesty of lowenstein s theme of liquidity and capital which explains the origins of the crisis and that positions the collapse of 2008 as the greatest ever of wall street s unlearned lessons the end of wall street will be essential reading as we work to identify the lessons of the market failure and start to reb

Liquidated

2009-06-22

financial collapses whether of the junk bond market the internet bubble or the highly leveraged housing market are often explained as the inevitable result of market cycles what goes up must come down in liquidated karen ho punctures the aura of the abstract all powerful market to show how financial markets and particularly booms and busts are constructed through an in depth investigation into the everyday experiences and ideologies of wall street investment bankers ho describes how a financially dominant but highly unstable market system is understood justified and produced through the restructuring of corporations and the larger economy ho who worked at an investment bank herself argues that bankers approaches to financial markets and corporate america are inseparable from the structures and strategies of their workplaces her ethnographic analysis of those workplaces is filled with the voices of stressed first year associates overworked and alienated analysts undergraduates eager to be hired and seasoned managing directors recruited from elite universities as the best and the brightest investment bankers are socialized into a world of high risk and high reward they are paid handsomely with the understanding that they may be let go at any time their workplace culture and networks of privilege create the perception that job insecurity builds character and employee liquidity results in smart efficient business based on this culture of liquidity and compensation practices tied to profligate deal making wall street investment bankers reshape corporate america in their own image their mission is the creation of shareholder value but ho demonstrates that their practices and assumptions often produce crises instead by connecting the values and actions of investment bankers to the construction of markets and the restructuring of u s corporations liquidated reveals the particular culture of wall street often obscured by triumphalist readings of capitalist globalization

The Wolf of Wall Street Collection

2016-10-24

the amazing true story of how jordan belfort became the wolf of wall street and how he came crashing down what separates jordan s story from others like it is the brutal honesty leonardo dicaprio raw and frequently hilarious the new york times reads like a cross between tom wolfe s bonfire of the vanities and scorsese s goodfellas laugh out funny the sunday times 1 the wolf of wall street by day he made thousands of dollars a minute by night he spent it as fast as he could on drugs sex and international globe trotting from the binge that sunk a 170 foot motor yacht crashed a gulfstream jet and ran up a 700 000 hotel tab to the wife and kids who waited for him for at home and the fast talking hard partying young
stockbrokers who called him king and did his bidding here in his own inimitable words is the story of the ill fated genius they called the wolf of wall street in the 1990s jordan belfort former kingpin of the notorious investment firm stratton oakmont became one of the most infamous names in american finance a brilliant conniving stock chopper who led his merry mob on a wild ride out of the canyons of wall street and into a massive office on long island in this astounding and hilarious tell all autobiography belfort narrates a story of greed power and excess no one could invent the story of an ordinary guy who went from hustling italian ices at sixteen to making hundreds of millions until it all came crashing down 2 catching the wolf of wall street in the 1990s jordan belfort became one of the most infamous names in american finance a brilliant conniving stock chopper he was the wolf of wall street whose life of greed power and excess was so outrageous it could only be true no one could make this up but the day jordan was arrested and taken away in handcuffs was not the end of the madness catching the wolf of wall street tells of what happened next after getting out of jail on 10 million bail he had to choose whether to plead guilty and act as a government witness or fight the charges and see his wife be charged as well he cooperated with his trademark brash brazen and thoroughly unputdownable storytelling jordan details more incredible true tales of fortunes made and lost money making schemes parties sex drugs marriage divorce and prison

Catching the Wolf of Wall Street

2009-02-24

in this astounding account wall street s notorious bad boy the original million dollar a week stock chopper leads us through a drama worthy of the sopranos from the fbi raid on his estate to the deal he cut to rat out his oldest friends and colleagues to the conscience he eventually found with his kingdom in ruin not to mention his marriage the wolf faced his greatest challenge yet how to navigate a gauntlet of judges and lawyers hold on to his kids and his enraged model wife and possibly salvage his self respect it wasn t going to be easy in fact for a man with an unprecedented appetite for excess it was going to be hell but the man at the center of one of the most shocking scandals in financial history soon sees the light of what matters most his sobriety and his future as a father and a man

The Masters of Capital

1919

once in golconda in this book john brooks who was one of the most elegant of all business writers perfectly catches the flavor of one of history s best known financial dramas the 1929 crash and its aftershocks it s packed with parallels and parables for the modern reader from the foreword by richard lambert editor in chief the financial times once in golconda is a dramatic chronicle of the breathtaking rise devastating fall and painstaking rebirth of wall street in the years between the wars focusing on the lives and fortunes of some of the era s most memorable traders bankers boosters and frauds john brooks brings to vivid life all the ruthlessness greed and reckless euphoria of the 20s bull market the desperation of the days leading up to the crash of 29 and the bitterness of the years that followed praise for once in golconda a fast moving sophisticated account embracing the stock market boom of the twenties the crash of 1929 the depression and the coming of the new deal its leitmotif is the truly tragic personal history of richard whitney the aristocrat morgan broker and head of the stock exchange who ended up in sing sing edmund wilson writing in the new yorker as mr brooks tells this tale of dishonor desperation and the fall of the mighty it takes on overtones of greek tragedy a king brought down by pride whitney s sordid history has been told before but in mr brooks s hands the drama becomes freshly shocking wall street journal it s all there in once in golconda the avarice of an era that favored the rich and the later anguish of myriads of speculators doomed by a bloated market easy credit and their own cupidity and stupidity saturday review
Once in Golconda

1999-09-21

a history of american economic power told through the manhattan street that came to define it

Wall Street

2005-01-01

wall street no other place on earth is so singularly identified with money and the power of money and no other american institution has inspired such deep moral cultural and political ambivalence is the street an unbreachable bulwark defending commercial order or is it a center of mad ambition this book recounts the colorful history of americas love hate relationship with wall street steve fraser frames his fascinating analysis around the roles of four iconic wall street typesthe aristocrat the confidence man the hero and the immoralistall recurring figures who yield surprising insights about how the nation has wrestled and still wrestles with fundamental questions of wealth and work democracy and elitism greed and salvation spanning the years from the first wall street panic of 1792 to the dot com bubble and bust and enron scandals of our own time the book is full of stories and portraits of such larger than life figures as j p morgan cornelius vanderbilt and michael milken fraser considers the conflicting attitudes of ordinary americans toward the street and concludes with a brief rumination on the recent notion of wall street as a haven for everyman

The Magazine of Wall Street

1917

an informative timely and irreverent guide to financial investment offers a close up look at the current high tech boom explains how to maximize gains and minimize losses and examines a broad spectrum of financial opportunities from mutual funds to real estate to gold especially in light of the dot com crash

Wall Street

2008-10-01

when benjamin graham died at age 82 he was one of the great legends of wall street brilliant successful ethical the man who invented the discipline of security analysis now 20 years after his death his memoirs are reaching the public at last a hugely successful chronicle of one of the richest and most eventful lives of the century of photos

2007-12-17

presents a history of wall street in the 20th century

The Work of Wall Street

1910

becoming a young wall street banker is like pledging the world s most lucrative and soul crushing fraternity every year thousands of eager college graduates are hired by the world s financial giants where they re taught the secrets of making obscene amounts of money as well as how to dress talk date drink and schmooze like real financiers young money inside the hidden world of wall street s post crash recruits young money is the inside story of this well guarded world kevin roose new york magazine business writer and author of the critically acclaimed the unlikely disciple spent more than three years shadowing eight entry level workers at goldman sachs bank of america merrill lynch and other leading investment firms roose chronicled their triumphs and disappointments their million dollar trades and runaway excel spreadsheets and got an unprecedented and unauthorized glimpse of the financial world s initiation process roose s young bankers are exposed to the exhausting workloads huge bonuses and recreational drugs that have always characterized wall street life but they experience something new too an industry forever changed by the massive financial collapse of 2008 and as they get their wall street educations they face hard questions about morality prestige and the value of their work young money is more than an exposé of excess it s the story of how the financial crisis changed a generation and remade wall street from the bottom up

Benjamin Graham, the Memoirs of the Dean of Wall Street

1996

in the depths of the great depression franklin delano roosevelt s administration set out to radically remake america s financial system but wall street was determined to stop them in 1933 the american economy was in shambles battered by the 1929 stock market crash and limping from the effects of the great depression but the incoming administration of franklin delano roosevelt elected on a wave of anxiety and hope stormed washington on a promise to save the american economy and remake the entire american financial system it was the opening salvo in a long war between wall street and washington author richard farley takes a unique and detailed look at the pitched battles that followed the fist fights the circus like stunts the conmen and crooks and the unlikely heroes and shaped american capitalism with a disparate cast of characters including joseph p kennedy j p morgan huey long babe ruth and henry ford who refused to bail out his son s bank thus precipitating the meltdown of the entire banking system farley vividly traces the history of modern american finance and the establishment of a financial system still bitterly debated on capitol hill
**The Machinery of Wall Street**
1919

Leland Faust unmasks Wall Street's unsavory tactics in powerful detail by giving readers a high level view of how the financial services industry misleads them, overcharges them, and exposes them to needless risk. He documents the financial industry's alluring come-ons, airbrushed risks, high-stakes gambling, half-truths, misleading statements, outlandish predictions, tricks to overcharge customers, bad deals, and outright fraud by the most prominent and renowned of Wall Street's players. A Capitalist's Lament is about what happens when financial firms and their employees forget whose interest they are supposed to protect. It shows how making foolish or wrong predictions is of no consequence to those who make them, and how Wall Street luminaries with poor track records still garner celebrity status. Most of all, it spotlights how Wall Street manipulates the system and furthers its own interests at its customers' expense and puts us all at great risk. Here is what you need to know to protect yourself from business as usual and get ahead instead of getting taken.

**100 Years of Wall Street**
2000

An insider points out the holes that still exist on Wall Street and in the banking system. Exile on Wall Street is a gripping read for anyone with an interest in business and finance. U.S. capitalism, the future of banking and the root causes of the financial meltdown. Award-winning veteran sell-side Wall Street analyst Mike Mayo writes about one of the biggest financial and political issues of our time: the role of finance and banks in the U.S. He has worked at six Wall Street firms analyzing banks and protesting bad practices for two decades. In Exile on Wall Street, Mayo lays out practices that have diminished capitalism and the banking sector. He shares his battle scars from calling truth to power at some of the largest banks in the world and how he survived challenging the status quo. He is one of the few who saw the crisis coming and blows the lid off the true inner workings of the big banks. He analyzes the fallout stemming from the market crash, pointing out the numerous holes that still exist in the system and offers practical solutions while providing an education. This is no textbook; it is also an invaluable resource for finance practitioners and citizens alike.

**Young Money**
2014-02-18

Digicat publishing presents to you this special edition of Wall Street Stories by Edwin Lefèvre. Digicat publishing considers every written word to be a legacy of humankind. Each digicat book has been carefully reproduced for republishing in a new modern format. The books are available in print as well as ebooks. Digicat hopes you will treat this work with the acknowledgment and passion it deserves as a classic of world literature.

**Wall Street Wars**
2015-05-12
A Harvard scholar argues that mathematical models can provide solutions to current economic challenges explaining that the economic meltdown of 2008 was based on a misunderstanding of scientific models rather than on the models themselves.

**A Capitalist's Lament**

2016-10-11

What am I, a chief investment officer of one of the country's largest investment managers doing, hailing down strangers at night on the streets of New York City? Are you Catholic? My friends and I ask. Would you like a rosary? Would you like to go to confession here tonight? Are you kidding? Responds one man: Been there, done that. Says another: God no. Chimes in a fast-walking atheist: You Catholics are all pedophiles. Yells one angry woman: Another: Hands us a bag of dog poop. Sixty-year-old Michael even has advice: Why don't you evangelize out in the middle east? Where they need you? We're needed here. We respond: This city needs Jesus too. It needs his love. Some nights the tide turns in the Lord's favor. A young woman approaches us: Decked out in showy attire: Are you guys really Catholic? I didn't think there were any Catholics left. Can I have a purple rosary? Sure. Where are you going? We have lots to talk about. I've got to run. I'm a stripper, but I'm going to pray with this rosary. At times the neighborhood even begins rooting for us. Strangers call out: Way to go! Your courage is inspiring. We're in our groove now. Engaging strangers with joy and seeing some of them later in church on the rough streets of the city. Working shoulder to shoulder with Christ. We're no longer alone. We feel God's grace. You will too as you read the dozens of riveting and often funny stories in these pages about ordinary Catholics from the financial sector evangelizing their wary New York neighbors. Indeed, so fascinating are their experiences you may be tempted one day to join them.

**Exile on Wall Street**

2011-11-15

Describes the corrupt nature of Wall Street's finance police and explains how they only serve the interests of the industry and how they fight against reforms that would protect the economy.

**Wall Street stories**

2022-09-04

Publisher description

**The Physics of Wall Street**

2013

Excerpt from the art of Wall Street investing although the popular impression is probably the reverse: it is certainly a fact that a greater sum of money is annually lost in this country.
through unwise investment in wall street than through pure speculation while fortunes are daily jeopardized and dissipated through speculation in stocks bonds grain futures and like ventures yet the many sums large and small which annually leave the pockets of actual investors are far greater in amount indeed i would almost say that the losses incurred through unwise wall street investing are easily tenfold the losses occasioned through mere speculation on the exchanges and furthermore the losses resulting from unwise investing are far more important to the community at large for while speculative losses are in a sense anticipated the losses through mistaken investments are usually unexpected and unprepared for about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works

The Magazine of Wall Street

1933-10-14

we all know that the financial crisis of 2008 came dangerously close to pushing the united states and the world into a depression rivaling that of the 1930s but what is astonishing and should make us not just afraid but very afraid are the shenanigans of the biggest banks since the crisis bob ivry passionately eloquently and convincingly details the operatic ineptitude of america s best compensated executives and the ways the government kowtows to what it mistakenly imagines is their competence and success ivry shows that the only thing that has changed since the meltdown is how too big to fail banks and their fellow travelers in washington have nudged us ever closer to an even bigger economic calamity informed by deep reporting from new york washington and the heartland the seven sins of wall street like no other book shows how we re all affected by the financial industry s inhumanity the transgressions of wall street titans and masters of the universe are paid for by real people in fierce plain english ivry indict a financial industry that continues to work for the few at the expense of the rest of us problems that financiers deemed too complicated to be understood by ordinary folks are shown by ivry to be financial legerdemain a smokescreen of complexity and jargon that hide the bankers nefarious activities the seven sins of wall street is irreverent and timely an infuriating black comedy the great depression of the 1930s moved the american political system to real reform that kept the finance industry in check with millions so deeply affected since the crisis of 2008 you ll finish this book asking yourself how it is that so many of the nation s leading financial institutions remain such exasperating problem children

Missionary of Wall Street

2019-03-27

in the other side of wall street minyanville com founder and former hedge fund honcho todd harrison shares never before told stories from the hidden side of wall street including the adrenaline rush of trading at the highest levels wall street s super indulgent lifestyles harrison s time in the trenches fighting with and then against jim cramer why he left investing completely and how he returned to earn his redemption thousands of readers have tasted harrison s story in a recent dow jones marketwatch serialization now for the first time he shares his entire extraordinary personal memoir you ll walk alongside harrison through the golden door that took him into morgan stanley in its 1990s heyday share his ringside view of the explosive growth of derivatives and the disasters that followed ride the emotional roller coaster of colossal wins and losses and discover what it s really like to work with jim cramer then travel with harrison through the 2000s the most tumultuous decade in investing history harrison s seen it all done it all and earned perspective and insight available to only a few if you want to know what it s really like at wall street s pinnacle and in its deepest depths one book will tell you the other side of wall street
In Bed with Wall Street

2014-01-07

the wizard of wall street and his wealth or the life and deeds of jay gould tells the story of jay gould who accumulated wealth by going into commerce he created more fortune for himself by dabbling in the stock and dividends and entering into a business competition that earned him the name the wizard of wall street this book is a historical biography good for those who want to learn how wall street works in the late 19th century as well as sharpen their business acumen through the business life of jay gould

Wall Street Words

2003

step by step instructions for value investing the time honored approach proven to work in all markets 20 graphs charts

The Game in Wall Street

1898

a wall street insider s guide to getting ahead in any highly competitive industry dave learned how to win in investment banking the hard way now he is able to share tools that make it easier for budding bankers and other professionals to succeed frank baxter former ceo of jefferies and u s ambassador to uruguay a must read for anyone starting their career in corporate america dave s book shares witty and valuable insights that would take a lifetime to learn otherwise i highly recommend that anyone interested in advancing their career read this book harry nelis partner of accel and former goldman sachs banker in the way of the wall street warrior 25 year veteran investment banker and finance professional dave liu delivers a humorous and irreverent insider s guide to thriving on wall street or main street liu offers hilarious and insightful advice on everything from landing an interview to self promotion to getting paid in this book you ll discover how to get that job you always wanted why career longevity and success comes from doing the least amount of work for the most pay how mastering cognitive biases and understanding human nature can help you win the rat race how to make people think you re the smartest person in the room without actually being the smartest person in the room how to make sure you do everything in your power to get paid well or at least not get screwed too badly how to turn any weakness or liability into an asset to further your career

The Art of Wall Street Investing

2015-06-12

this is a new release of the original 1919 edition
though reviled for more than a century as wall street’s greatest villain jay gould was in fact its most original creative genius gould was the robber baron’s robber baron the most astute financial and business strategist of his time and also the most widely hated in dark genius of wall street acclaimed biographer edward j renehan jr combines lively anecdotes with the rich social tapestry of the gilded age to paint the portrait of the most talented financial buccaneer of his generation and one of the inventors of modern business

though reviled for more than a century as wall street’s greatest villain jay gould was in fact its most original creative genius gould was the robber baron’s robber baron the most astute financial and business strategist of his time and also the most widely hated in dark genius of wall street acclaimed biographer edward j renehan jr combines lively anecdotes with the rich social tapestry of the gilded age to paint the portrait of the most talented financial buccaneer of his generation and one of the inventors of modern business

the seven sins of wall street

2014-03-11

through reviled for more than a century as wall street’s greatest villain jay gould was in fact its most original creative genius gould was the robber baron’s robber baron the most astute financial and business strategist of his time and also the most widely hated in dark genius of wall street acclaimed biographer edward j renehan jr combines lively anecdotes with the rich social tapestry of the gilded age to paint the portrait of the most talented financial buccaneer of his generation and one of the inventors of modern business

the other side of wall street

2011-05-12

this is a new release of the original 1921 edition

the work of wall street

1914

deals of the century throughout history mergers and acquisitions have been the major game played on wall street these deals have had far reaching effects on the worlds of finance and industry more than most commentators or financiers are publicly willing to admit deals of the century captures this dynamic moment in history by taking an in depth look at the most notable merger and acquisition deals of the twentieth of carnegie steel in 1901 to the creation of the former aol time warner renowned business historian and bestselling author charles geisst traces the deals that have had the most dramatic impact on the worlds of both finance and industry over the past century decade by decade you’ll be introduced to the personalities behind each event as industries are built dismantled and reorganized by professionals driven mainly by the profits extracted from the deals themselves engaging and informative deals of the century paints an exciting portrait of the incredible m a journey and illustrates how many of these deals changed the face of business creating a modern capitalist society that continues to grow

the wizard of wall street and his wealth; or, the life and deeds of jay gould

2022-07-21

the wizard of wall street and his wealth; or, the life and deeds of jay gould

john muir of wall street

1927

john muir of wall street

1927
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wall Street on Sale</td>
<td>1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Way of the Wall Street Warrior</td>
<td>2021-11-16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Masters of Capital</td>
<td>2014-08-07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dark Genius of Wall Street</td>
<td>2008-07-31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Work of Wall Street</td>
<td>2014-03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Undercurrents of Wall-Street</td>
<td>1862</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deals of the Century</td>
<td>2004-03-31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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